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ABSTRACT: Methods are described that permit simultaneous orientation of many small-frame photogrammetric models 
in an analytical plotter. The multi-model software program enables the operator to move freely between the oriented 
models during interpretation and mapping. Models change automatically when the measuring mark is moved from 
one frame to another, moving to the same ground coordinates in the neighboring model. Thus, data collection and 
plotting can be performed continuously across model boundaries. 

The orientation of the models is accomplished by a bundle block adjustment. The measurement of tie points is based 
on stereoscopic point transfer both between models and between strips. Therefore, no marking nor description of 
natural tie points is needed. The bundle adjustment program allows for easy insertion of new observation equations, 
thereby providing maximum flexibility in the choice of ground control. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE FLEXIBILITY OF ANALYTICAL PLOTTERS has made mapping 
from oblique aerial photographs and small-frame photo- 

graphs, taken with both metric and non-metric cameras, within 
reach of the nonphotogrammetrist user. 

In geological photogrammetry it is desirable for the geologist 
to be able to map from strips or blocks of small-frame photo- 
graphs taken with a hand held camera during field work. The 
combination of vertical or oblique aerial photographs and small- 
frame field photographs allows the geologist to focus on areas 
of special interest or on shadowed areas in the vertical photo- 
graphs. 

Case studies from Greenland have been described where (1) 
the geologist supplements vertical aerial photographs with small- 
frame field photographs taken with an Olympus camera of steep 
coastal cliffs (Dueholm and Garde, 1986), and (2) a coastal pro- 
file has been compiled from oblique aereial photographs (Due- 
holm and Pedersen, 1988). In both cases, the Kern DSR-11 
analytical plotter was used for the restitution. 

In considering the use of small-frame photographs, one con- 
cern has been how to handle the numerous models, each cov- 
ering a relatively limited area. Orientation of the models one 
by one is tedious and ground control intensive. The geologist 
needs be able to overview and study as large an area as possible 
when he is interpreting the geology. Therefore, the frequent 
changing and re-orientation of models highly disturbs the flow 
of geological interpretation and mapping work. 

With this in mind, the multi-model program was developed 
to allow simultaneous orientation of many photos in the ana- 
lytical plotter by means of a bundle adjustment, and to enable 
the geologist to shift from one model to another during map 
compilation in a fast and convenient way. The program was 
developed for the Kern DSR-11 analytical plotter with a PDP- 
11/53 as the plate processor and a MicroVAWGPX as the main 
processor. For description of the Kern DSR systems see, e-g., 
Hunter et al. (1988). 

ORIENTATION 

It is sometimes difficult to mount many individual small-frame 
photographs on the stage plates of an analytical plotter. The 
warp of the film tends to rotate the images when the cover plate 
is lowered. In addition, any re-orientation of a block of photos 
would require the remeasurement of all fiducial marks in the 
individual images. Therefore, as an option, the multi-model 
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program supports a two-step inner orientation of multiple im- 
ages printed onto a single film sheet, called a template. 

Small-frame photographs are contact printed onto two 
templates, one for each stage plate of the analytical plotter (Figure 
1). The templates are provided with fiducial marks in each comer. 
If equipment for contact printing is not easily available, one 
alternative that produces good results is to mount the small- 
frame photographs in holes cut-out of template film sheets. 
Using this method, the template film should be a bit thinner 
than the photograph transparencies. 

In the case of combining aerial photographs and small-frame 
photographs, the small-frame photographs can be mounted in 
holes cut out of part of the aerial photograph that is not needed 

ORIGINAL 
PHOTO 
STRIPS 

FIG. 1. Sketch to exemplify how small-frame photographs are contact 
copied onto templates. The involved strips are shown at top, and the 
placement of the photographs on the two templates at bottom. 
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for the current model. Thus, the aerial photographs can serve 
as templates, as well as individual photographs. 

The templates are oriented on the plates of the analytical 
plotter by measuring the template fiducial marks to establish 
the left and right plate-to-template transformation matrix. 

The inner orientation of the photographs is handled by 
measuring the fiducial marks, the reseau crosses, or the corners 
of each individual small-frame photograph, whichever is 
available. The measurements are transformed to template 
coordinates followed by a calculation of the template-to-image 
transformation matrices. The inner orientation transformation 
matrix for each individual photo is obtained by multiplying the 
plate-to-template orientation matrix and the template-to-image 
orientation matrix. 

This two-step inner orientation will allow subsequent re- 
orientation of the whole template of photographs simply by 
only re-measuring the template fiducial marks. 

The multi-model orientation procedure guides the 
photogrammetric operator through (1) the measurement of 
control points and tie points, (2) the computation and evaluation 
of the bundle adjustment, and (3) the remeasurement in the 
case of blunders. 

Because the photos that constitute a block of models are 
mounted together on the plates of the analytical plotter, tie 
points are measured using stereoscopic point transfer between 
models as well as between strips. A point that has been measured 
in one photo is transferred to an adjacent photo as follows: one 
of the plates is locked keeping the measuring mark positioned 
on the previously digitized coordinates. The point is measured 
in the new photo by removing the parallaxes relative to the 
locked photo. 

The program directs the operator through the necessary 
measurements, model by model. Stereoscopic point transfer is 
used whenever a tie point that has been selected and named 
by the operator is found by the program in an earlier measured 
photo. Transfer between photos in the same striw is done bv 
simply locking the left or ihe right photo of the &rent modei, 
dependent on where the old point measurement is found. 
Transfer from a previously measured strip to the current model 
is done in two steps. First, the point is transferred from a photo 
in the adjacent strip to one of the photos in the current model. 
Next, it is tranferred from the newly measured photo to the 
second photo of the current model. A true stereoscopic model 
of the side lap is obtained by rotating each of the optics 90 
degrees. 

The program looks for points according to different schemes. 
In the initial "model-by-model" measurement mode, the point 
is first searched for in the photos of the current model. If it is 
not found in one of these photos, then photos of neighboring 
strips are involved. In a different mode, a specified point can 
be visited and/or remeasured in all photos where it has been 
previously measured. 
- Thus, for a block of photos on one set of templates, there is 
no need to mark and describe the tie points either between 
models or between strips. This speeds up both the administration 
and the measurement of natural tie points considerably and 
reduces the number of blunders related to point transfer. A set 
of templates containing a block of 16 models of 60- by 60- 
millimeter photographs are typically measured within one to 
two hours. This time frame includes the location, transfer, and 
measurement of tie points and control points, as well as the 
inner orientations. 

The bundle adjustment facilitates the evaluation of the 

adjustment results by automatically identifying blunders and 
reducing the weight on involved observations. If further study 
of the blunders is desired, the program provides a means for 
the measuring mark of the analytical plotter to be automatically 
driven to the observations with reduced weight for visual 
inspection and possible remeasurement. Very often, however, 
the redundancy is large enough so that no remeasurement or 
recalculation is needed. 

After the results of the bundle adjustment are accepted, the 
computed inner and exterior orientation parameters for all models 
are downloaded and stored simultaneously as model files in the 
plate processor. 

THE MODEL CHANGE 

The shift from one model to another can be either automat- 
ically controlled by the plate processor or manually controlled 
by the operator. 

An automatic model change occurs whenever the measuring 
mark is moved across the image frame line of either of the two 
photographs of the current model. The plates move to the same 
point in the neighboring model across the frame line. The po- 
sition of these image frime lines are defined by the operator 
when entering the camera parameters. 

The automatic change is performed solely by the plate pro- 
cessor. The main processor only recognizes a stream of ground 
coordinates and does not know whether these coordinates come 
from multiple models or from one continuous model. The op- 
erator, however, must pause and wait 2 to 3 seconds for the 
plates to move between models, but if continuous mode digi- 
tizing is in progress, it automatically resumes when the mea- 
suring mark has reached the new model. 

In addition to the automatic change, the operator can send a 
"change model" command to the plate processor that allows 
the measuring mark to jump to any named model. In this case, 
the measuring mark moves to a pre-defined "download point" 
within the chosen model. 

When changing from a base-in to a base-out model the op- 
tical-image-change mechanism on the DSR-11 needs to be ro- 
tated manually. It would be convenient if this rotation was 
computer controllable. 

THE PLATE PROCESSOR 

In addition to the new multi-model program, a couple of 
changes to the Kern plate processor code have been necessary. 

The Kern plate processor operates in model coordinates. 
Therefore, the utility programs in the main processor must 
transform the model coordinate points received from the plate 
processor to ground coordinates. This approach would be 
inconvenient in the multi-mode1 situation. Each utility program 
would have to administer the absolute orientation transformation 
matrices for each individual model involved. In order to avoid 
this, the plate processor functions have been extended to handle 
ground coordinates by adding the absolute orientation 
transformation to the plate processor. 

In order to save space and preserve computation speed, the 
Kern plate processor works in single precision (a real number 
held in four bytes), which allows for 7 sigruficant digits in each 
coordinate. This is sufficient to handle individual 
photogrammetric models, because the measuring precision of 
the analytical plotter is 6 significant digits. 

However, in order to handle true ground coordinates for blocks 
of models, the precision must be increased. If the number of 
sigruficant digits were raised from 7 to at least 11, a resolution 
of 1 millimetre on Earth-centered coordinates would be possible. 
In order to obtain this resolution, and at the same time preserve 
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singe-precision operations, the communications software 
automatically calculates and then adds or subtracts an offset 
value for each individual model, when interchanging ground 
coordinates between the plate processor and the main processor. 
The offsets are stored in the plate processor model files, 
transparent to the user or the application programmer. 

The Kern software guides the movements of the measuring 
mark in ground coordinates only. This may be inconvenient 
when mapping from oblique or terrestrial photographs, because 
many operators prefer the z-motion to be into and out of the 
model. In response, an option has been added to guide the 
measuring mark according to model coordinates. A guide-system 
rotation matrix is inserted between the photogrammetric 
transformations in the plate processor and the guide system 
hardware (model carriage and z-wheel, or hand wheels and foot 
disk). The operator may send a "modeVobject" switch command 
to the plate processor to alternate between the two guiding 
modes. The guide-system rotation matrix is open for the 
application programmer to introduce any desired rotation of the 
guide system. 

THE GENERIC BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT 

Bundle adjustment programs have been described that allow 
photos taken with non-metric cameras to be oriented in an an- 
alytical plotter (e.g., Gillen and McGlone, 1984; Fuchs and Le- 
berl, 1984). However, the new bundle adjustment, used in the 
multi-model program, is based on the Pascal procedure library, 
LINLIB (Weng, 1984; Weng, 1986). LINLIB is a set of Pascal pro- 
cedures to form and solve the linear equations of a least-squares 
adjestment. Profiled storage of the normal equation matrix is 
applied to take advantage of matrix sparcity. 

Nine Pascal procedures have been developed, called "The 
Generic Bundle Adjustment" (GBA) (Dueholm, 1989). The GBA 
handles the calculation and administration of pointers between 
observations, unknowns, and normal equation columns in a 
generalized least-squares adjustment. It manages the creation 
of the normal equations and controls the iterative solution. Pro- 
filing, reduction, and solving of the normal equations, and the 
subsequent error calculations are performed by calls to LIN- 
L I B . T ~ ~  implementation includes (1) automatic identification of 
blunders ahd reduction of weight dn involved observations by 
means of the Danish Method (Krarup et al., 1980), and (2) au- 
tomatic location and removal of unknowns that cannot be com- 
puted due to the observation configuration by looking for singular 
normal-equation columns (Poder, 1982). 

Any new observation equation and unknown can be added 
to the adjustment in a documented and relatively simple way. 
Therefore, any conceivable ground control situation can be ac- 
comodated by adding the involved observation equation. To 
make this change, an application programmer needs to write a 
Pascal procedure that establishes the error equations for the 
new observation as a function of the observation, the un- 
knowns, and the constants that are organized in arrays passed 
via the procedure head (an example procedure is shown in Fig- 
ure 2). 

This feature is of importance to geologic photogrammetry be- 
cause geologists seldom are able to produce standard ground 
control points and need to use whatever information is available 
from base maps and the photographing site. A shadow in the 
image combined with the approximate time the photographs 
were taken, a known orientation of a geologic marker horizon, 
approximate distance between photo stations, approximate height 
of photo stations, and points along a lake having the same 
unkonwn elevation are examples of the type of control pre- 
sented by geologists. 

CONST 
Max Embedded Elements= 30; 
Max-Embedded-observations- 4: ~~~ - - 

TYPE 
~oolean-Array Wedded-Elements= 

ARRAye[l. .Max-Embedded-Elements] OF BOOLEAN; 
Real-~rray Embedded-Elements= 

AR%Y [l..Max-Embedded-Elements] OF DOUBLE ; 
Real-Array-Embedded-ObaerVations= 

ARRAY [l..Max-Embedded-Observations] OF DOUBLE ; 
~eal-Array-Coefficients= 

ARRAY [1..~ax-~mbedded-observations, 
l..Max-Embedded-Elements] OF DOUBLE; 

PROCEDURE ~ength-Observation-Equation 
( Observation : Real-Array-Wedded-Observations; 
Element : ~eal-Array-Embedded-Elements; 
Mask : ~oolean Array-Embedded-Elements; 

VAR coefficient : Real-~r;a~-~oefficients; 
VAR Error : BOOLEAN ) : 

(Observation[l]= Horizontal Distance ) 
(Element[l]= XI Ground Coordinate) 
(Element[Z]= Yl Ground Coordinate) 
(Element[3]= X2 Ground Coordinate) 
(Element[4]= Y2 Ground Coordinate) 

CONST 
Konstant = 5; (number elements + 1) 

VAR 
I, J: INTEGER: L: DOUBLE: 

FOR I:= 1 TO 1 DO FOR ~ : = 1  TO Konstant 00 Coefficient[I,J]:= 0.00; 

IF L > 0.00 THEN 
BEGIN 
(calculate right hand side of error equations) 
Coefficient[l,Konstant]:= L - observation[Il; 
(calculate coefficients of error equations) 
IF Mask111 THEN Coefficient [1,1]:- -(Elemmt[3]-Element[ll)/L; 
IF Mask[2] THEN Coefficient [1,2]:- -(Element[4]-Element[2l)/L: 
IF Mask[3] THEN Coefficient [1,3]:- -Coefficient [1,11; 
IF Mask[4] THEN Coefficient [1,4]:- -Coefficient [1,2]; 
END 

ELSE Error:= TRUE; 

END (Length-Observation-Equation); END. 

FIG. 2. Pascal procedure that illustrates the implementation of a user 
procedure to compute error equations for a horizontal distance measure- 
ment. Note that both unknowns and constants are listed in the array 
"Element." Whether they are considered unkown or constant in a given 
adjustment depends on the passed Boolean array "Mask." The new types 
of observations, unknowns, and constants need to be added to enum- 
erated variables in the global section of the program. 

The GBA has been developed with the demand for flexibility 
taking presidency over time and storage efficiency. Apart from 
the handling of the normal equations by means of LINLIB, no 
svecial effort has been taken to save time and storage space, ., . 
r;lying on the assumption that a rapid rate of computer memory 
development and speed  ill automatically solve any possible 
time and storage pioblems. 

For the time being, an adjustment of a 4 by 5 block of 20 
photographs, running nine iterations to trap all gross errors, 
takes about 10 minutes on the MicroVAWGPX station with 5 
megabytes of core memory. This calculation time is already very 
acceptable, because 16 models are oriented at once. 

The multi-model implementation of the GBA includes un- 
knowns such as the camera constant, corrections to the prin- 
cipal point, and parameters for the radial distortion curve. With 
these parameters, the program is applicable for camera calibra- 
tion or self calibrating adjustments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The multi-model program has been developed in order to 
accomodate special needs in geologic photogrammetry, yet it is 
not limited to geologic applications. The program facilitates the 
photogrammetric restitution of strips or blocks of small-frame 
photographs, and combine mapping from vertical or oblique 
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aerial photographs with small-frame photographs. The free 
movement of the measuring mark between models is of special 
value to projects that involve interpretative work where the 
understanding of features requires frequent movements be- 
tween severaimodels. 

The multi-model program will have enhanced versatility when 
installed on analytical plotters with large plates (9- by 18-inch 
or larger). The possibility of being able to move freely between 
three models from normal vertical aerial photographs rather 
than one represents an important extension of the interpretative 
capacity during photogeologic mapping. When digital stereo 
photogrammetric systems such as the Kern DSPl (Cogan et al., 
1988) become commonly available, the multi-model program 
will allow for free movement between as many models as can 
be stored digitally on the system disk. 

Although developed for geologic use, the programs will prob- 
ably be of interest to many professionals that traditionally use 
close-range photogrammetric methods (archaeologists, archi- 
tects, industry, etc.) or even groups that have not yet imagined 
using photogrammetric methods for measurements. 
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